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 VOTERS GUIDE 
   Nonpartisan 

MARCH 3, 2020, PRIMARY ELECTION 
TX REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 67 

Early voting: February 18-28 Election Day Polls: March 3 − 7 am to 7 pm 

 
ABOUT THIS VOTERS GUIDE 
This Voters Guide is published by the League of Women Voters of Collin County to help citizens 
prepare to cast an informed vote. The League of Women Voters encourages informed and 
active participation in government. The League does not support or oppose any political party 
or candidate. 
 
This guide is available online at www.LWVCollin.org, along with guides for other offices that 
include all or part of Collin County.  Candidate responses for all races are also available at 
www.VOTE411.org, where you can enter an address and view a personalized ballot with races 
specific to that address. 
 
Questionnaires were sent to all candidates for each office, whether or not the race is contested. 
Candidate replies were subject to a character limit and are printed without editing or 
verification. If a candidate did not respond by the deadline, "No response received" is printed.  
Candidates were asked to avoid references to their opponents. Photos are included for 
candidates who provided them. 
 
This Voters Guide is organized by office sought, with candidates listed in alphabetical order, 
regardless of their political party. 
 
  

http://www.lwvcollin.org/
http://www.vote411.org/
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TX Representative District 67 
2-year term.  Must be 21 years or older, a U.S. citizen, a resident of Texas, and a resident of the 
district represented. Responsible for representing the citizens of the district in which he/she is 
elected in the Texas House of Representatives. 
 

 

Questions 
 
Education:  What steps are needed to provide adequate, sustainable funding for public 
education in Texas? 
 
Healthcare: What legislation would you support, if any, to offer comprehensive, affordable 
health insurance for the large number of Texans who are uninsured? 
 
Redistricting: How will you support district maps that comply with the federal Voting Rights 
Act? What options, if any, do you support for redistricting reform? 
 
Gun Violence:  What legislation would you support, if any, to curb gun violence in Texas? 
 
Elections:  What measures do you support to improve and secure elections and voting in our 
state? 
 
Other Issues:  What other issues do you believe will be most pressing in the next session of the 
Texas Legislature, and what is your position on these issues? 
 

 

Tom Adair 
Democratic Party 

 

 
 

Education: J.D., The University of Texas School of Law, with honors, 2005 A.B., Dartmouth 
College, 1999 
Experience: I’m a Plano resident, attorney, and small business owner. I’m also a former 
congressional aide, a volunteer with the Storehouse, past HOA board member, and a volunteer 
with the Collin County Democratic Party.  
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Website: http://www.tomadairfortexas.com 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/tomadair4tx 
Twitter: twitter.com/tomadair4tx 
Email: tom@tomadairfortexas.com 
Campaign Phone: (469) 573-4643 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tomadair4tx 
----- 
Education:  In 2019, the legislature took a positive step to improve public-school funding, but 
there is still much work to be done to ensure our schools, teachers, and children have the 
resources they need to thrive. Largely, H.B. 3 restored prior funding that was cut by the state in 
2011. We must ensure there is sustainable funding for our schools and that they have the 
flexibility to address their own unique needs. We must find additional revenue sources, which 
could be found through healthcare reform (see below), closing commercial property tax 
loopholes, and reforming the franchise tax, among others. 
Healthcare:  Texas has the highest uninsured rate in the country and some of the highest costs. 
Texas should accept federal money to expand care to low income families, which will lower 
costs for everyone, improve the health of Texas, and benefit our economy and state treasury 
(every $1 spent by the state will generate $1.78 in state revenue). Texas should also clear away 
Medicaid’s financial and administrative hurdles that drive up costs, end the incentive to deny 
care that Medicaid administrators have, expand the use of telemedicine, and consider a re-
insurance pool for high-risk individuals 
Redistricting:  Gerrymandered districts rob voters of their voice by enabling politicians to pick 
their voters, not the other way around. I want to get politics out of the redistricting process, so I 
support the establishment of a non-partisan redistricting commission to draw the lines for our 
congressional, state senate, state house, and state board of education districts. When it comes 
to this issue, it is nothing less than our democracy on the line. 
Gun Violence:  On September 10, 2017 eight people were massacred at a party in our district. 
This shocking event and conversations with voters have convinced me that we need common-
sense gun-safety laws. My philosophy starts with the belief that no Texan, regardless of political 
ideology, wants to be around someone with a gun if that person cannot responsibly handle that 
gun. We should enact universal background checks (supported by 81% of all Texans), red flag 
laws (supported by 68% of all Texans), and training requirements to keep guns out of the hands 
of those who cannot use them responsibly. 
Elections:  Collin County recently moved to voting machines with a paper trail. The resulting 
ability to audit election results leaves me hopeful, but Gov. Abbott reported state agencies are 
seeing over 10,000 attempted cyberattacks per day. We must remain mindful of outside 
interference. Texas is one of the five hardest states in which to vote. Not surprisingly, voter 
turnout in this state is among the lowest in the country. We also must make voting easier. We 
should: allow online voter registration, enable same day voter registration, provide automatic 
registration, and expand permissible voter IDs. 
Other Issues:  In addition to the pressing issues above, I would add, Texas should: • Do its part 
to address global warming. Texas can build upon its lead in wind power generation and tap our 
solar energy potential. Our state should invest in conservation efforts and green energy 
practices across all segments of our economy; • Pursue bail band reform that focuses on risk-
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based assessments instead of the ability to pay; • Shorten wait times and improve customer 
service at our drivers' license offices; • Treat all Texans equally and with dignity; and • Improve 
transportation and infrastructure. 
 

 

Rocío Gosewehr Hernández 

Democratic Party 
 

 
 

Education: I graduated from Plano East Senior High in 2001. I earned my Bachelor's Degree 
from Baylor University in 2005. I attended law school on a scholarship and graduated with my 
law degree from Notre Dame Law School in 2008. 
Experience: I've supported several campaigns by block-walking, producing literature, donating 
funds, and filming video ads. Professionally, I am a plaintiff's trial lawyer who advocates for 
individuals in cases against insurance companies and corporations. 
Website: http://www.rociofortexas.com/ 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/RocioforTexas/ 
Twitter: twitter.com/rociofortexas 
Email: Rocio@RocioForTexas.com 
Campaign Phone: (469) 471-4847 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/rociofortexas/ 
----- 
Education:  State general revenue is used in lower and lower proportions to fund schools as the 
burden of funding for education shifts to local property tax revenue. That trend needs to be 
reversed and a higher percentage of state general revenue needs to be used to fund schools. 
We also need to keep taxpayer dollars in public schools instead of diverting those funds to 
private schools through vouchers. Private schools lack the standards of transparency and 
educational accountability that we impose on public schools. 
Healthcare:  Texas is one of 14 states that refuses to expand Medicaid. If Texas expanded 
Medicaid, over a million additional Texans would be eligible for coverage and Texas would 
receive billions of dollars in federal funds. Expanding Medicaid coverage actually leads to state 
savings, as evidenced by states like Montana, Arkansas, and Kentucky. It moves certain adults 
from state funded health programs to expansion coverage and the state spends less on 
uncompensated care which results from care provided to uninsured individuals. 
Redistricting:  We need district maps that abide by the principle of "one person, one vote" and 
we can't allow any party to consider political affiliation, race, economic status, or any other 
such variable when drawing districts. I am in favor of the formation of an independent 
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redistricting committee to ensure that maps are not drawn by incumbents for political gain. 
District maps should take sensible considerations into account such as keeping neighborhoods 
together, ensuring that neighbors funnel into the same school districts, and making districts 
compact. 
Gun Violence:  I support common sense gun legislation. These are restrictions we can place gun 
purchases that do not infringe on the 2nd amendment. Over the course of several months of 
campaigning, including block walking, I have found support on both sides of the aisle for 
measures such as universal background checks, licensing requirements, a ban on assault style 
weapons, and red flag laws. We cannot prioritize access to guns at the expense of all the human 
lives lost in schools, entertainment venues, and places of worship. 
Elections:  In Texas, we don't have a voter fraud issue that justifies strict voter ID laws. We need 
to ensure easy or automatic mechanisms for registering voters, such as automatic registration 
based on governmental registration. I would encourage voter participating by making either 
Election Day or an early voting day a paid holiday. We also need to enforce measures which 
require accessibility at polling locations for individuals with disabilities. 
Other Issues:  We need to continue to focus on a sustainable solution for adequate funding of 
public schools. While HB3 provided some solutions for school finance, it is not a long term 
solution for education funding. We're in a healthcare crisis, with the lowest uninsured rate in 
the nation. We need affordable access to coverage, prescriptions and healthcare. Finally, we 
need to trust and empower women to make decisions about their own bodies and health. 
Recent developments on the federal level and the Supreme Court make it all the more pressing 
that State's ensure and protect a woman's right to choose. 
 

 

Jeff Leach 

Republican Party 
 

 
 

Education: Graduate of Plano Senior High School, Bachelor's in Political Science from Baylor 
University, J.D. from SMU's Dedman School of Law  
Experience: State Representative, Dist. 67 (2013- present), Chairman of House Committee on 
Judiciary & Civil Jurisprudence, Member of the House Committee on Pensions, Investment & 
Financial Services & Committee on Redistricting, Member of Texas Judicial Council 
Website: http://www.jeffleach.com 
Facebook: http://leachfortexas 
Twitter: twitter.com/leachfortexas 
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/v/9w2hSv7tBq0 
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Email: jeff@jeffleach.com 
Campaign Phone: (469) 855-0417 
----- 
Education:  First, we must continue to build on the landmark strides we made this session with 
the passage of HB 3, which invested nearly $12 billion in public education – ultimately buying 
down local school property taxes and reducing the Robin Hood burden by nearly 50%. This 
historic legislative package provides billions in teacher pay raises, modernizes our school 
finance formulas, and realigns our focus on early childhood education, reading, student 
achievement and outcomes. The “kicking the can down the road” has stopped – and Texas will 
be stronger if we continue to keep our economy strong. 
Healthcare:  We must partner with healthcare providers and institutions to encourage 
telemedicine and other innovative options, while working with our counterparts at the federal 
level to unleash the power of the free-market by opening up access across state lines. As a 
strong advocate for women’s health, I have worked diligently to reinforce the “Healthy Texas 
Women” program - designed to provide preventative healthcare services, including breast & 
cervical cancer screenings, for eligible women. Further, I will continue to support legislation 
expanding postpartum care services for Texas families. 
Redistricting:  As a member of the House Committee on Redistricting, I am unequivocally 
committed to fair maps that meet the high standards expected by our citizens and demanded 
by our laws. I take this responsibility very seriously - which is why I am taking part in nearly 30 
field hearings all across the State of Texas - to hear from, listen to and collaborate with the 
people of Texas as we approach and prepare for the redistricting process that will take place in 
the 87th Legislative Session in 2021. 
Gun Violence:  As a strong supporter of the 2nd Amendment, I am committed to protecting the 
rights of law-abiding citizens, as guaranteed under our Constitution. I believe we must do a 
better job at cracking down on “law-breakers” who attempt to purchase firearms illegally – and 
who are not being pursued nor prosecuted. These are folks who have violated existing laws and 
are facing no consequences. I am fully committed to carefully reviewing and considering every 
single legislative proposal aimed at cracking down on gun violence in Texas - while respecting 
the constitutional rights of law-abiding citizens. 
Elections:  The integrity and sacredness of our elections must be protected, and no Texas 
citizen’s right to vote should be hindered. That’s why we’ve substantially invested in resources 
to raise voter awareness, create more polling locations and expand early voting opportunities 
to ensure Texans have full access to the polls. At the same time, we should be equally 
committed to cracking down on voter fraud and to rooting out any corruption that exists when 
it comes to the people of Texas making their voices heard at the ballot box. I proudly stand by 
my record when it comes to voter integrity. 
Other Issues:  In addition to building upon our monumental success in public education through 
HB 3 - I am committed to advancing smart policies that deliver more affordable, accessible 
healthcare for all Texans. While healthcare and prescription drug costs continue to skyrocket, 
we must work collaboratively to deliver market-based solutions that drive down the cost of 
healthcare and promote and protect the patient-doctor relationship. This includes cracking 
down on waste, fraud & abuse. 
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Anthony Lo 

Democratic Party 
 

 
 

Education: University of Texas at Austin (McCombs School of Business) - Bachelor of Business 
Administration Vienna, Austria University of Economics and Business - Exchange Program Plano 
Senior High Graduate 
Experience: I have worked in business, teaching, and legislative policy. I have business sense for 
your job market. I have a teacher's sense for your kids' education. I have plans for all core civil 
and household finance issues centered on your needs. 
Website: http://www.votelo4texas.com 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/Lo4Texas 
Twitter: twitter.com/Lo4Texas 
Email: anthony@votelo4texas.com 
Campaign Phone: (469) 530-0340 
Instagram: Lo4Texas 
----- 
Education:  As a former teacher, this is one of my main focuses. I have a three-prong plan to 
reallocate funding to this: 1.Criminal Justice Reform – We waste billions imprisoning low-level, 
non-violent offenders (An 80 year old imprisoned for 6 months for stealing $90 of clothes, for 
example). 2.Cut corrupt tax spend by government – Our contracting system is easy to defraud 
by government employees and private businesses who receive government contracts. Xerox 
defrauded $1.3 billion of your tax dollars through Medicaid. 3. Share industrial property tax 
relief with homeowners - $2.5 billion of it. 
Healthcare:  We must accept the federal government’s offer to expand Medicaid to insure 1.2 
million more people. We have the highest rate of uninsured children in our nation. I have back-
up plans to expand insurance as well: 1. Expand to uninsured college students pursuing degrees 
2. Expand to more children or at least expand coverage to early childhood development needs, 
so that medical conditions can be taken care of so children can be positioned to learn in school 
(ex. ear and vision insurance) 3. Expand to small business employees to defray costs for small 
businesses 
Redistricting:  I will author legislation to have district lines be drawn only by third-party non-
partisan commissions, or by technology, to have lines be completely fair. This is an issue going 
to the heart of America. Gerrymandering has essentially targeted people by party, gender, 
ethnicity, or religion, in a way that has essentially stripped all their voting power – leaving no 
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voice. It’s unacceptable. What has happened in North Carolina is unacceptable. I fully support 
LWV’s passionate fight against gerrymandering in North Carolina. 
Gun Violence:  I have three focuses that could have saved 35 lives in Texas and reduced 
intimate partner homicide by 14%. 1. Background checks in private gun sales 2. Fully fund all 
state compliance with federal NICS background check systems 3. Relinquish weapons upon a 
restraining order The first two could have saved 35 lives in Midland-Odessa and Sutherland 
Springs – these were the two background loopholes these shooters used to obtain their 
weapons. Studies show that in states where people relinquish weapons upon a restraining 
order, there is a 14% decrease in intimate partner homicide. 
Elections:  I support sharpening our election poll cyber security to make sure votes are not 
hacked or changed. I also support legislation to ensure foreign entities are not buying digital 
ads or spreading false propaganda to influence our elections against our state and nation’s 
interest. However, our election security issues are domestic too. We must stop 
gerrymandering. We must stop making voter registration complicated. These practices 
essentially take away your most fundamental American right – the right to vote. 
Other Issues:  Criminal justice reform is a must. We are jailing people for low-level, non-violent 
offenses in a needless way. I learned how deeply it affects children firsthand when I taught in 
an economically disadvantaged community. When we needlessly jail parents (for not paying 
minor ticket fines they can't afford, for example), their kids fall behind in school, oftentimes 
never recovering academically. It turns into unnecessary short-term tax spend on jails, long-
term tax obligations in social welfare, and blocks economically disadvantaged youth from 
personal prosperity. Let's make a change! 
 

 

Lorenzo Sanchez 

Democratic Party 
 

 
 

Education: Bachelors of Business Administration, Loyola University Chicago 
Experience: 2011-2015, Litigation Examiner with GEICO 2015-Present, Realtor 2019-Present, 
Candidate for TX HD67 
Website: http://lorenzofortexas.com 
Facebook: http://facebook.com/lorenzofortexas 
Twitter: twitter.com/LorenzoForTexas 
Email: info@lorenzofortexas.com 
Campaign Phone: (972) 908-0730 
Instagram: lorenzofor_texas 
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----- 
Education:  Adult literacy centers that support adults in earning their GEDs will be funded 
through state grants. The University of Texas at Austin offers free tuition to students from 
families with an income of $60,000 a year or less. This is incredible and a step in the right 
direction but I will expand that. I will fight to make public universities and community colleges 
tuition-free for students who meet program requirements. Funding for this would come from 
properly taxing corporations their fair share, lessening the burden on Texas families. 
Healthcare:  We will fight to adopt the Healthy Texas Act, which will create a single-payer 
system here in Texas. This will provide healthcare security and ensure ALL Texans are 
guaranteed healthcare as a human right, not a privilege or the economically-advantaged. 
Medicaid expansion will be enacted immediately when we win the Texas House, but our main 
goal should be to pass the Healthy Texas Act because healthcare should prioritize our health, 
rather than profit. 
Redistricting:  As a legislator, I promise to support neutral/fair district maps for the 2021 
redistricting already scheduled and I will work towards establishing an independent 
redistricting committee to ensure fairness for long term effects. The days of having Texas 
legislators draw their own maps needs to come to an end. This a non-partisan issue that should 
be able to get bi-partisan support. 
Gun Violence:  I will fight for background checks on all gun purchases. I will work against any 
proposal that tries to militarize our schools or brings guns into our classrooms. We must 
promote and more readily provide mental health resources so that people may get the help 
they need. We also will implement red flag laws to prevent certain people who show signs of a 
danger to themselves or those in their community. There are so many laws that our Texas 
legislature has imposed and regulations that have been cut, that we need to re-examine. Guns 
should be registered and also safely stored. 
Elections:  I want to implement multiple measures to secure our elections as your legislator, 
one of them being paper ballots. Paper ballots will be much more secure and provide accurate 
counts. I also believe we need to have automatic voter registration in place, so that when you 
turn 18 as a U.S Citizen, you are automatically registered to participate in our democracy. 
Voting is a right and the process should be easier, not filled with obstacles to deter voters. 
Other Issues:  Money in politics is the biggest issue we face and the main reason we are not 
fairly represented in Austin. We are the only campaign rejecting Corporate PAC money in this 
race because we believe corporations should not be allowed to buy elections and by taking the 
no corporate PAC pledge, I can be a better representative of my community and be held 
accountable to the people in my district. We must pass the 28th Amendment to get big money 
out of politics and move towards public financing of elections. 
 
 

You may bring this Voters Guide into the voting booth! In 1995, the Texas law prohibiting use of 
printed materials, such as this Voters Guide, in the polling place was ruled unconstitutional (Texas 
Election Code, Section 61.011) 

 

Your vote is your voice.  Be heard. 


